A ystematic study was made to determine wh~ther decreasing the. nUll!-ber of ribs or making the ribs more flexible would have any apprecIable effect on the VIbratIOn modes and frequencies of a delta-wing aircraft. The modes and frequenCIes were computed for the basic wing and for the following modifications of the basic wing: (1) One rib outboard of the fuselage r emoved, (2) two ribs removed, (3) stif~ness of ribs.outboard of fuselage reduc.ed one-half and (4) rib stiffness reduced nine-tenths. rhe results I11dlcated that the frequenclCS and mode s hapes of the modified wings di.ffere~ litt le from those of. the basic wing .and, therefore, that changes similar to these modIficatIOns would not apprecIably affect the VIbration characteristics of delta wings.
Introduction
Th e designer of an airplane might eliminate some of the wing ribs or reduce Lheir sLiffnesses if he were faeed with the problem of providing room for fuel tanks or other stores in the airplane wing or of making the wing thinner for flight at higher speeds. As a result of these structural modifications, the airplane wings during flight might be subject to chordwise bending with attendant changes in the modes and frequencies of the wing vibration.
An experimental investigaLion on model wings was carried out at the Southwest R esearch Institute to determine the effect of chord wise bending on the flutter characteristics of se eral shapes of wings [1) .1 The models were low-aspect ratio cantilever wings having wing-bending, wing-tor ion, and rib-bending degrees of freedom. The bending and torsion stiffnesses of the wings were kept fixed but the rib stiffnesses wer~ reduce.d by cutting the main ribs. at three chordwlse statIOn and then reconnectmg adjacent sections of the ribs with steel beam-type springs of specified stiffncsses. The critical flutter speeds of the wings for four different values of rib stiffness were obtained in a wind tunnel at subsonic speeds. One of the conclusions from this study was that decreasing the rib-bending stiffness of an airplane wing consistently decreases its critical flutter speed. The reduction in critical flutter speed was 13 percent of the rigid rib condition for the delta wing, 22 percent for the 45 degree sweptback wing, and 40 percent for tbe straight wing.
This experimental work led to the present investigation in which the purpose was to determine if the computed natural modes and frequencies of airplanes which differ in chordwise stiffness would indicate that one might expect a reduction of critical flutter speed for full-scale airplanes similar to the reduction found in the model experiments. No flutter analyses were made.
As the trend for high-speed, low-aspect ratio, thin wings is toward the delta shape, a delta-wing airplane was used for this study. The vibration modes and frequencies of the airplane were computed. The wing structure was then modified so as to differ from 1 Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. the original in having low('r chord wise sLiA'nesses. These modifications were; (1 ) On e rib outboard of fuselage removed, (2) two ribs outboard of fuselage removed, (3) stiffnesses of ribs outboard of fuselage reduced one-half, and (4) rib Lifl'ness reduced nineten ths. The frequencie and modes of vibraLion of these m.odified wings were also computed.
This work was done at the National BUTeau of Standards under the sponsorship and with the finan cial assisLance of the Bureau of Aeronautics, D epartment of the Navy.
Structure
The airplane chosen for this study had a delta wing wiLh 6 spars and 12 ribs, figure 1. The actual sLructure was simplified, for ease of computation, inLo the sLructure of figure 2 wll ich had the same number of spars but only 5 ribs. The moments of inerLia of the 5 composite ribs were equal to those of Lhe 12 ribs in the actual structure. The simplified sLructUTe had, therefore, Lhe same torsional and bending properties as the original one. Rib 5 wa on the centerline of the airplan e, rib 4 was at the jun cLion of tbe wing and the fuselage and ribs 1, 2, and 3 were all outboard of the fuselage. T hese modified wings are shown in figure 3.
. Influence Coefficients
The me thod of obtaining the influence coefficient matrL"X: of the wing is described in reference [2] . It is a method of consistent deformations. The total load carried by the wing is considered to be the sum of th e loads carried (1) by th e spars in bending, (2) by the ribs in b ending, and (3) by the cover sheet in tor sion. In computing the influence coefficients, the following conditions wer e used:
(1) The station at the junction of rib 5 and spar 6, station 60 , was clamped.
(2) The leading edge of the wing had no bending stiffness.
(3) The spars extended to the leading edge. The moment of inertia of a spar at the leading edge was zero, condition (2) , but was taken arbitrarily as 3.5 in.4 so that influ ence coefficients for stations on the leading edge could be computed. This value of 3.5 in.4 is small compared to moments of inertia at other stations along the spar.
(4) Half of the fuselage stiffness was added to the stiffness of rib 4 in computing the influence coefficient matrix for symmetric modes.
(5) One-tenth of the fuselage stiffness was added to the stifi'ness of rib 4 , and the torsional stiffnesses of the torque boxes b etween ribs 4 and 5 were increased by a factor of 10 in computing the matrix for the antisymmetric modes.
(6) For the torsion boxes, the triangular segments of the win g form part of the adjacent r ectangular boxes.
Influen ce C oefficients for Unmodifie d Wing
The influence coefficient matrix for the symmetric case gives the deflection at point n due t o a unit upload at point m on both sides of the wing when station 60 is clamped. The influence coefficient matrix for the antisymmetric case gives the deflection a t point n due to a unit up-load at point m on the lef t half of the wing and a unit down-load at point m on the right half of th e wing with station 60 clamped. Therefore, the deflections of th e wing as given by the influence coefficient matrix are those obtained by subtractin g from the wing defl ection at the various stations the defl ection of a plane tangent to the wing at station 60.
Q. Influence Coefficients for Symmetric Modes
For the symmetric modes, the referen ce plane for the deflections has displacement and pitch but no roll. The slope of the refcrence plane normal to the fuselagc axis must be zero along the fuselage axis.
The influence coefficien ts were compu ted b y SEAC, Standards Eastern Automatic Computer, for each of the spars a nd ribs considerin g th e root stations clamped. The method used is explained in [3] . The root stations for the spars were along the fuselage axis and those for th e ribs along spar 6, figure 2. For spars 1 to 5, the roo t s tations ca n be displaced but th e slopes at those stations are zero due to the symmetrical loads on the other half of the wing. In matrix notation , for spars 1 to 5, the computation above yields
where YIZ-YlO) .0000444295
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To obtain the loads in terms of th e deAe('tiolls, from
where [0] -1 is th e i nverse of [0] . This is eq (ll a), [2] However, in symmetri c mot ion, the sum of the vertical forces is equal to 7.e ro , or
where thc 's ubscrip t t refers to t he root station and other subscripts to th e other s tations along the spars. Applyi ng this to eq (2a) for spar 1, the loads at all t bc sta tions on spar 1 ill terms of th e deflections at those stations for a root con dition of fre e displacement, zero root slope , ar c 
The loads fo r spars 2, 3, 4, and 5 were obtained in a similar mallJ1el". Th e loads in spar 6 a lld in rib 5 were obtained by using eq (2b) , r eference [2] , which is appli cable for a clamped root cond it ion. Equations (11) and (12), reference [2] , were used to determine the loads in ribs 1 to 4 with free root condition s.
The loads carried by the illdividual torsion boxes were computed according to t be method outli ned in refer ence [2] .
The deflections equivalent to the lon,ci s carried b y the spars, ribs and torsion boxes were summed to give the external lo ad carried by the composite wing. The matrix relating tbe extern al loads to th e deflections, or t he composite stiffn ess matrix, was then inverted to give the symmetric influ ence ('oefhci cnt matrix for the wing.
b . Influence Coefficients for Antisymmetric Modes
For the wing in antisymmetric vibration, the airplan e will have roll but no pitch or displacement r elative to a plan e tangent to the airplane wing at station 60. This would mean that the fuselage axis could rotate but not deflect, and, therefore, the defl ections at stations alon g the fuselage axis would be zero.
As in the case for symmetric modes, the influence coefficients, considering the root clamped, were computed for tbe ribs and sp ars b y the method of reference [3] . The loads carried by spars 1 to 5 were obtained by use of eq (1 0), refere nce [2] , for a simplysupported root con dition ; the loads carried by spar 6 were given by eq (2b), reference [2] , for a clamped root condition; and the loads carried by ribs 1 to 4 were given by eqs (11) and (12 ), reference [2] , for a free root condition. No computations were made for rib 5 because rib 5 is along the fuselage axis and, as stated above, the deflections would b e zero.
The loads carried by the individual torsion boxes were computed as outlined in reference [2] .
The composite stiffness matrix for antisymmetrical vibratIOn, obtamed by summing the deflections equivalent to the loads carried by t he spars, ribs, and torsion boxes at the various wing stations, was inverted to give the antisymmetric influence coefficient matrix.
.2 . Influence Coefficients for Wings With Ribs Removed
Two different configurations of tb e wing with fewer ribs t han the basic wing were investIgated. In case A.l , rib 2 was removed and in case A.2, ribs 1 and 3 were removed. It was assumed, in computing the influence coefficients, that shear webs were present to transmit shear at the locations of the removed ribs but that these shear webs contributed nothing to the b ending stiffness of the wing. It is believed t h at this assumption would not cause large errors in the results.
The composite stiffness matrix for case A.l was obtained hy summing the deflections equivalent to the loads carried by the spars, by ribs 1, 3,4, and 5, and by the torsion boxes.
The composite stiffness matrix for case A.2 was obtained by summing the deflections equivalent to the loads carried by the s pars, by ribs 2, 4, and 5, and by the torsion boxes.
The composite stiffness matrices were inverted to give the influence coefficient matrices.
.3. Influence Coefficients for Wings With Reduced Flexibility
In order to study the effect of r educed rib flexibility of the entire wing outboard of the fuselage on t he vibration characteristics of the airplane, the ribs in that r egion were considered to have one-half of their original stiffness in case B.l and one-tenth of t h eir original stiffness in case B .2. The composite stiffness matrices differed from those for the basic wing by having the deflections equivalent to the loads carried b y ribs 1, 2, and 3 r educed by 50 percent in case B.l and by 90 percent in case B .2. The influence coefficient matrices were obtained by inverting these s tiffness matrices.
. Modes of Vibration
The modes and frequencies of the airplanes were computed by SEAO. The method of computation and the codes written to do this work on SEAO are describ ed in refer ence [4] . The masses at stations along t h e fuselage axis were considered lumped with those on rib 4 which is at the junction of the wing Imd fuselage. The locations of the stations and the masses at the stations are given in table 2. These, together with the composite influence coefficient matrices , were us ed in the computation. The frequencies of the symmetric and antisymmetric modes of vibration of t he basic wing and of the four modified wings are given in table 3. The nodal lines and r elative displacements of parts of the airplane wing and fus elage are shown in figure 4 for the symmetric modes of vibration and in figure 5 for the antisymmetric ones. In a particular mode of vibration, the cross-hatched parts of the airplane would b e deflected downward and the other parts upward, or vice versa.
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The normalized deflections of the wing in t he symmetric and antisymmetric modes for case B .l , wing-rib stiffness 50 percent of original stiffness, are plotted in figure 6 . The dotted lines indicate negative deflections of the wing and the solid lines, positive defl ections. These are typical of t h e results obtained in the other cases. The values of the deflections for t h e symmetric case are given in t able 4.
. Results and Discussion
The ratios of the frequencies for the modified wings to those of th e basic wing were computed and are given in table 5. It is seen from th e values of the ratios that, for the first three modes of symmetric and ant isymmetric vibration, t h e frequencies of the modified wings are within 2 p ercent of the frequencies for the unmodified wing. In the fourth symmetric mode, however, the frequency for case A.2 , two ribs removed, was about 16 per cent lower than the frequency for the basic wing. For this same mode, case B.2, wing-rib stiffness 10 percent of basic wingrib stiffness, showed a reduction of about 20 p ercent . Although the fifth symmetnc mode was not computed for the basic wing, the frequencies of the modified wing differ little from each other , table 3, so it is reasonable to assume that the reduction in frequency is small for this mod e also .
The airplan e whose ),ibs outboard of the fuselage had a stiffness of only 10 percent of the original s tiffness, case B.2 , showed the greatest reduction in all frequencies, table 5. The airplane with only one of its ribs outboard of the fuselage r emoved, case A.I, showed the least reduction.
While the modes of vibration differ somewhat, there seems to b e little ch ange in the general shape of the vibrations for a particular mode even though the chordwise stiffness of th e wing outboard of the fuselage was reduced drastically. This is indicated by the positions of the noclallincs in figures 4 and 5. However, these graphs do show some regions of lo cal vibration, as for ('xample, in case B.2 antisymmetric wher e there is a local vibration extendin g from th e fuselage axis a shor t distance into the wing at station 21. The defle ctions in these local region s are very small. Figure 6 shows how the surface of th e airplane looks when vibrating in a particular mode. It should be remembered, however, that these a rc normalized deflections and th at the m.agn itude of the deflecLion s in mode 5, for example, would be much smaller actually than the deflections in m.ode 1.
. Conclusions
Based 011 the r esults obLain ed in this slud.\-, rih stiffne ss appare ntly has liLLie eft·ecL on the modes 01' frequencies of vibration of the del La win g. .\Iodi-fications of a delLa win g similar Lo Lhose investi gated in thi s paper would not appreciably aA'ect th e airplane's vibration ch aracteristics.
No reduction in criti cal fluLter sp eed as a result of decreased rib stiffness would be indicated from the resul ts.
